ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In today's digital world there is an enormous increase in the amount of multimedia content over internet such as image, video and audio materials. Such materials are traverse through wire and unwired medium in a carryon fashion.
Small digital device such as tablet, capsule, mobile, PDA's and many others are not yet small in physical senses due to their processing power and memory capacity. But the problem of sharing vast amount of multimedia contents over internet creates a concern among researchers regarding the bandwidth utilization. In case of static spectrum assignment for mobile or radio networks bandwidth becomes a major concern. Digital devices may improve their performance by improving processor or memory unit but bandwidth becomes the major limitation for transferring huge digital data.
In case of gray scale images each element called pixel, representing the luminance at a given point in the image commonly represented by an 8 bit number in a spatial domain. Digital data traverse through network in a bit form of spatial data or frequency components. A single flip of bit is enough to destroy single pixel, but in case of frequency domain signal/images are first converted from spatial domain. Thus the probability of pixel value changes decreases as compared to spatial domain.
Many transformation techniques such as DFT [1] , DCT [2, 9, 10] , DWT [3] , Daubechies [15] and others are already implemented in digital world and widely used in steganography [4] , data compression and many more. This paper proposed a frequency domain based technique where the digital content such as image is converted form spatial domain to Z-domain with a 2x2 sliding window based mask in a row major order to generate 2x2 real value and 2x2 imaginary value with less amount of computation and without the trigonometry complexity. This paper also emphasis on transmitting the image over unsecure network with detection of tempering through invisible watermarking, where half of the Z domain coefficients are enough to regenerate original image and find out the damaged portion.
Various parametric tests are performed and results obtained are compared with most recent existing techniques such as, WTSIC [5] , Yuancheng Li's Method [11] and Region-Based watermarking [14] , based on Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Image Fidelity (IF) analysis [7] and Universal Quality Image (UQI) and Structural Similarity Index Measurement (SSIM) [17] which shows a consistent relationship with the existing techniques.
Section 2 of this paper deals with the technique with six sub sections. Results and discussions are outlined in section 3, conclusions are drawn in section 4 and references are given at end.
THE TECHNIQUE
The IAZT technique is divided into four major tasks. Forward Z-transform as describe in section 2.1, Inverse Z-Transform given in section 2.2, 2.5 elaborate the procedure of bandwidth minimization and 2.6 emphases on embedding technique. Traditional and fast Z-transform calculations are also done with example in section 2.3 and 2.4 respectively.
Forward Z-Transformation
Z-transform in signal processing converts a discrete time domain signal which is a sequence of real or complex numbers into a complex frequency domain representation. Z-transform can be defined in two ways, unilaterally or bilaterally.
In bilateral or two sided Z-transform of discrete time signal x[n] is the formal power series defined by eq(1).
(1)
Where n is an integer and z is, in general, a complex number.
Alternatively, in cases where x[n] is defined only for n ≥0, the single sided or unilateral Ztransform is defined by eq(2).
(2)
Where r is the magnitude of , j is the imaginary unit, and ω is the angle in radians. We get eq(3) by substituting the value of in eq(2).
On applying eq(3) for forward transformation over 2x2 mask of cover image in a row major order, four frequency component generates such as lower, horizontal, vertical and complex conjugate pair of horizontal frequency as shown in figure 1 .a this is similar to subband coding [5] .
Every frequency coefficients in lower to higher frequency bands are complex number in the format of 'a + j b'. Separation of real and imaginary parts is shown in figure 1 .b and 1.c respectively. 
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Inverse Z-Transformation
Every transform technique exists with pair of equation, forward and inverse. The inverse Ztransform can be obtained by eq(4). 
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where C is a counter clockwise closed path encircling the origin and entirely in the region of convergence (ROC). A special case of this contour integral occurs when C is the unit circle. The inverse Z-transform simplifies to eq (5).
The original gray scale image as shown in figure 2 .a 'Map.pgm' on forward Z transform (FZT) generates four real value subband and four imaginary subband as shown in figure 2.b and 2.d respectively. The information on the bands are emphasis through threshold as shown in figure 2.c and 2.e for real and imaginary parts respectively. Threshold increases the brightness of the small information present in the band as the value of frequency coefficients are not belonging to the range of image. Inverse Z transform applied on real and imaginary parts generate lossless image back with a MSE [7] as zero and that of PSNR [7] is infinity. Figure. 2. Original image with Z domain coefficients, real and imaginary followed by inverse transform over coefficients
Traditional Z Transform
We have consider a special case of Z-transform where the value of r is taken as 1, and the angular frequency ω € {[0, π/2, π, 3π/2]}. The forward Z-transformation for the vector X (single mask of 2 x 2) is represented in figure 4 (a), and the equation is given in eq (6). The elaborate form of eq (6) is shown in eq (7) 
2.4.1Algorithm for forward Z-transformation
Input: X 00 , X 01 , X 10 and X 11 . Output: R 00 , R 01 , R 10 , R 11 , I 00 , I 01 , I 10 , and I 11 . Method: Perform arithmetic calculation for fast forward Z-transform. Step1: R 00 and I 00 calculation by eq (9) (9) R 00 = (X 00 + X 01 + X 10 + X 11 ) .
Step2: R 10 and I 10 calculation by eq(10) (10)
Step 3: R 01 and I 01 calculation by eq (11) and eq (12)
R 01 + I 01 = (X 00 + X 11 ) -(X 01 + X 10 ) .
R 01 -I 01 = (X 00 + X 01 ) -(X 10 + X 11 )
. Equation 11 shows a relation as a*x + b*y = c 1 and a*x -b*y = c 2 , where 'a' and 'b' are depend on the value of r used. Two unknown x and y needs to be calculated by two equation11 and 12.
Step 4: R 11 and I 11 calculation by eq (13) There are two unknowns and two equations eq (14) and eq (15) Now R 11 is equivalent to R 01 , That is 28 and I 11 is negation of I 01 , which is -44 by eq (13) . This two pair 28 + j 44 and 28 -j 44 are known as complex conjugate pair.
Algorithm for Inverse Z-Transformation
In case of inverse transform the calculation will is done using eq (16) 
Bandwidth Minimization/Transmission Efficiency
A 2 x 2 mask of spatial data after FZT generates two 2 x 2 matrixes for real and imaginary frequency coefficient values, which means, information need to traverse after FZT will become double in terms of data. An examples is shown in figure 4 based on the representation of figure 3. On analysis of eight subbands, four real and four imaginary valued, based on the temporary environment created for z transform. It can be clearly elucidate that at most six subbands are required at destination to regenerate the lossless image, due to the entire zero value imaginary part for lower frequency (LF) and vertical frequency (VF) (in this case due to ω). Two more subbands can reduce without any loss due to the complex conjugate pair of horizontal frequency (HF). Thus in total, minimum requirement is four subbands out of eight to regenerate the original image without any loss as shown in figure 5 . Few more examples are also shown in figure 9.
Figure. 
Embedding Technique
On first level forward transformation in Z-domain the image is represented in eight sub image/bands [16] as shown in fig. 2 in table 2 and table 3 respectively. Payload may be enhanced by embedding three or four bits per byte in real or imaginary bands, to achieve 0.7 and 1.0 bpB, results are shown in table 4 to table 7 respectively. Table 8 shows the overall comparison between varies bands used for embedding, with different payloads.
Insertion
Bits are inserted based on a hash function where embedding position in frequency components of cover image are selected using formula ((Column + 't') % 'P') where 't' is number of bits per Byte and 'P' is last position level from LSB towards MSB. For example, if the 'real part of vertical frequency' representing values as shown in figure 6 , with 8 bit representation and 32bits of information as bits stream S# = "10011001, 11100101, 10011101, 11001101". Data is hidden in varying positions selected by hash function up to LSB+3 (P = 3) for payload of 0.5 bpB as given in figure 7 , where bold bits are embedded information. While increasing the payload the same hash function may be used with different value for 't' and 'P', such as for payload of 0.7bpB value for 't' and 'P' become 3, and the value of 't'and 'P' taken as 4 in case of 1.0 bpB of payload. The extraction technique is just the reverse of insertion.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Benchmark (.pgm) images [6] are taken and applied on IAZT to formulate results. The result on ten gray scale images where representation is made-up of eight bit pixel and of dimension 512 x 512 is shown in figure 8 with secret coin of various dimensions. IAZT allow only four subbands [16] , out of eight, to regenerate lossless image at destination with ideal outcome, that mean MSE zero and that of PSNR is infinity. This minimizes the energy and the bandwidth near to half.
As stated in section 2.1, on applying forward transformation in Z -domain four complex frequency coefficients are generated in the form of a + j b. On segregating real and imaginary part of forward Z transformation eight component/bands generate as shown in figure 9 .b and 9.c. Out of which only four are selected to transmit over network for destination after inverse transformation. The pictorial representation of the whole process is given in figure 9 . Thus for hiding invisible watermark through IAZT maximum four bands are available as shown in figure (9.d) . The overall statistical calculation between figure (9.a) and figure (9.f) such as MSE, PSNR, IF [7] , UQI and SSIM [17] are calculated to know the degradation in stego-image after inverse transformation due to embedding is given in section 3.1 to 3.5. A comparative study has also been made between various existing techniques and IAZT discussed in section 3.6. 
Calculation
Real part of VF (0.5bpB) 
Error Rate (MSE)
In statistics, the mean square error or MSE [7, 17] of an estimator is one of the many ways to quantify the difference between an estimator and the true value of the quantity being estimated. The MSE represents the cumulative squared error between the embedded and the original image, the lower the value of MSE, the lower the error. In IAZT technique MSE increases with the increase in payload and with the real value coefficients toward vertical frequency. Figure 10 represent the impact on error with different bands embedded with secret information with varying payload. 
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
The peak signal-to-noise ratio, often abbreviated PSNR [7, 17] , is the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation PSNR is usually expressed in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale. In IAZT technique PSNR decreases with increase in payload and it also decreases while selecting bands of real value towards vertical coefficient for embedding. Figure 11 represent the impact on PSNR in dB with different bands embedded with secret information with varying payload. 
Image fidelity (IF)
Image fidelity [7] is a parametric computation to quantify the perfectness of human visual perception. In IAZT technique IF also decreases with increase in payload and it also decreases while selecting bands of real value towards vertical coefficient for embedding. Figure 12 represent the impact on image fidelity with different bands embedded with secret information with varying payload. 
Universal Quality Image (UQI)
UQI [17] is a method to model any image distortion via a combination of three factors: loss of correlation, luminance distortion, and contrast distortion. In IAZT technique UQI index also decreases with increase in payload and it also decreases while selecting bands of real value towards vertical frequency coefficients for embedding. Figure 13 represent the impact on UQI with different bands embedded with secret information with varying payload. 
Structural Similarity Index Measurement (SSIM)
Structural similarity can be obtained by comparing local patterns of pixel intensities that have been normalized for luminance and contrast. Calculation of SSIM depends on the separate calculation of luminance, contrast and structure. In IAZT SSIM also behave same as of IF or UQI. Figure 14 represent the impact on SSIM with different bands embedded with secret bits of information with varying payload. Figure. 14. Graphical representation of impact on Structural Similarity Index Measurement with varying bands and payload
Comparison of IAZT with Existing Techniques
A comparative study has been made between Li method [11] , SCDFT [13] , Region-Based [14] , IAHTSSDCT [10] , AWTDHDS [12] and SADT [15] in terms of mean square error, peak signal to noise ratio and payload (bits per Byte). Comparison is done on average of ten PGM images of figure 8 , and the computation is given in table 9.
For the payload 0.5 bpB IAZT technique achieved 51.93 dB of PSNR, graphical representation of the comparison is given in figure 15 .a. For 0.7 bpB PSNR become 46.24 and for 1.0bpB PSNR comes down to 39.4 shown in figure 15 .b. The value obtained for PSNR in IZAT for 1.0 bpB of payload is almost optimum as compared to all other technique graphically represented in figure  15 .c. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper IAZT, the issue of image coding with minimum calculation and less complexity with invisible watermarking is achieved. IAZT also emphasis the subband minimization technique, out of eight subbands only four is enough to regenerate the image without loss this lower the energy consumption and the bandwidth too. And with the minimized four subband secret message may also be transmitted with nominal distortion in terms of fidelity and PSNR. On comparison with other standard techniques, it is observed that the proposed IAZT shows optimum performance.
